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PL65: go where others can’t.
Finally, there is a practical 3-in-1 lift that makes
reaching difficult places easy in schools, churches,
auditoriums, theaters, offices, and more.
practical
Stable at all heights
350 lb platform capacity
Maximum working height 30 ft
Complies with ANSI and OSHA safety standards

Smart design
Powered by electric drill
Masts stow and stack for quick extension
Outriggers adjust to accommodate work surface

extremely portable
One man can carry up stairs
when disassembled
Fits through standard doors
Rolls across any terrain
Zero-turn radius
Note: For indoor use only.

This image is shown
with the fixed base.

pl65 Base Options
pl65 + fixed base

pl65 + outrigger base

Working height up to 25 ft

pl65 + straddle base

Working height up to 25 ft

Working height up to 30 ft

small footprint

quick + easy setup

work over any obstacle

The stable fixed base has an incredibly

The classic outrigger base with

The straddle base is a versatile option for a

small footprint. This makes it perfect for

adjustable pads quickly creates a stable

wide variety of jobs. With this setup, working

working in tight areas where typical lifts

foundation, even on the most difficult

over obstacles like theater seats or church

cannot be set up.

surfaces.

pews is no problem.

accessories + features

37.978

9.209

hitch Hauler

overspeed brake

LIGHTWEIGHT

The convenient Hitch Hauler eliminates the need for a trailer—any

The gearbox features an

The lightest mid-range lift on the

vehicle with a 2 in. receiver hitch can transport the PowerLift. The

integrated overspeed brake to

market! Components can easily

automatically stop the platform

be disassembled to make the

in the event of overspeed.

PowerLift even more portable.

21.401

PowerLift can be loaded and secured in a matter of seconds, and no
12.730

12.730

ropes, chains, or straps are required. With the Hitch Hauler, you can
keep your storage space available in the vehicle.

9.441

28.451

POWERLIFT HITCH HAULER
49.502 LBS
4026236

did you know? You can find full specifications
for all PowerLift models online. Just click on the
“Specifications” tab at reechcraft.com/powerlift
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